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Disaster recovery as a service
using IBM Spectrum
Virtualize and VMware Site
Recovery Manager integration
A technical report
Overview
Challenge

Cloud and managed service providers
looking to implement DRaaS to users with
heterogeneous or dissimilar storage
infrastructures are met with various
challenges, such as:





How to reduce capital expenditure
(CAPEX) and operational cost for
DR?
How to integrate with client’s
cloud orchestration and
interoperate with on-premises
existing storage systems?
How to deliver centralized storage
management?

Solution

IBM Spectrum Virtualize is a softwaredefined storage solution which provides
virtualization layer to decouple storage
hardware and software management.

This technical paper demonstrates how IBM® Spectrum
Virtualize™ Software Only V7 with VMware Site Recovery
Manager can provide key components for disaster recovery as a
service (DRaaS) and benefits in data mobility across sites in a
private cloud environment. It provides a simple and automated
business continuity with low risk between sites having
heterogeneous storage infrastructure
The target audience for this paper are technical leaders, system and
storage administrators, managed service providers (MSPs) and
cloud service providers (CSPs) to implement disaster recovery (DR)
as a service between heterogeneous storage infrastructures.
The solution is developed on IBM Spectrum Virtualize Software
Only V7 which is deployed on x86 processor-based Lenovo server
hardware. The solution uses the VMware Site Recovery Manager
integration using IBM Storwize® Family Storage Replication
Adapters (SRAs)
This solution provides key components for simplified automation
for business continuity with the specified recovery point objective
(RPO) and recovery time objective (RTO) requirements for both
planned and unplanned outages.
The solution also provides benefits for data mobility between
heterogeneous storage infrastructures using IBM Spectrum
Virtualize by virtualizing external storage. Features such as IBM
Real-time Compression™, IBM Easy Tier®, encryption and
centralized single-storage management console help in optimizing
existing storage infrastructure and reduce the total cost of TCO.
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Assumptions and prerequisites
The paper provides deployment guidelines to users who are planning
to have or already implemented disaster recovery solution, or a
customer who is planning to do planned data mobility between
heterogonous storage hardware using VMware Site Recovery
Manager.
Technology skills prerequisites
 IBM Spectrum Virtualize installation and configuration
 VMware vCenter Server management and administration
 VMware ESXi installation and configuration
 VMware Site Recovery Manager installation and
configuration
 Guest operating system installations in a VMware
environment.
IBM Spectrum Virtualize software prerequisites
IBM Spectrum Virtualize software only V7.7.1 (5725-Z61) has the
same software prerequisites as IBM SAN Volume Controller
V7.7.1
IBM Spectrum Virtualize hardware prerequisites
IBM Spectrum Virtualize software only requires at least one pair of
supported Intel® processor-based Servers. The following hardware
requirements are necessary:





Lenovo System x3650 M5 - single or dual Intel® Xeon®
processor E5-2667 v3 8c 3.2 GHz
Two processors are required if running the Real-time
Compression software feature
Emulex G5 16 GB Fibre Channel (FC) host bus adapters
(HBAs)
Intel 10 Gbe iSCSI HBAs

For the latest supported hardware and software prerequisite
information, visit the IBM Spectrum Virtualize support site.
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IBM Spectrum Virtualize software only V7
Architecture
Software






IBM Spectrum Virtualize
software only V7.7.1 (5725Z61)
VMware ESXi 6.x
VMware Site Recovery
Manager 6.x
IBM Storwize Family SRA
3.2.0

This section provides an overview of the capabilities, features, functions and
deployment steps for IBM Spectrum Virtualize.
IBM Spectrum Virtualize software runs natively on supported industry standard,
Intel processor-based hardware.
The software provides all the advanced features of storage management, such as
thin provisioning, replication, compression, and encryption. The software is sold
as a full-inclusive license with all features in flat capacity licensing model for
TBs managed, replicated or virtualized. This simple licensing model can be
purchased as either a perpetual license or a monthly pay as you go license.

Hardware





Lenovo System x3650 M5
single or dual Intel Xeon
processor E5-2667 v3 8c 3.2
GHz
Two processors are required if
running the Real-time
Compression software feature

Network




Emulex G5 16 GB FC HBAs
Intel 10 Gbe iSCSI HBAs

Figure 1: IBM Spectrum Virtualize

Installation steps for IBM Spectrum Virtualize
Perform the following steps to install IBM Spectrum Virtualize:
1. Create a bootable image of IBM Spectrum Virtualize software.
2. Boot the Lenovo System x3650 M5 server from the bootable image
media.
Unique ID will be created which will be used to obtain the activation
key from IBM site at: https://www947.ibm.com/support/entry/myportal/product/system_storage/storage
_software/software_defined_storage/ibm_spectrum_virtualize_softwa
re?productContext=-454340023
The node will come up in service state with node error 600.
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3.

Connect your notebook or workstation to the technician port and
browse for the IP address 192.168.0.1 (Ethernet port 1 of Lenovo
System x3650 M5 server) to configure the node using GUI.

Lab topology for DRaaS using IBM Spectrum Virtualize
Figure 2 shows the logical architecture diagram for using IBM Spectrum
Virtualize for DRaaS.
The two locations can be two buildings on the campus or distance apart
depending on the RPO or RTO requirement and supported distance for
storage replication between two locations.

Figure 2: Architecture diagram for DRaaS using IBM Spectrum Virtualize

This section provides a detailed overview of the lab hardware and software
used for the testing as shown in Figure 3 .

Figure 3: Lab diagram for DRaaS
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SAN fabric
The SAN fabric is through two Brocade SAN 24B-5 16 Gb Fiber Channel
switches to create a highly available solution that improves productivity
through data consolidation, availability, performance, and scalability.
Storage
For this example, the primary (protected) site is deployed with IBM Storwize
V7000 storage hardware. Virtually, any storage infrastructure might be
present on the primary site that is supported by SVC or Spectrum Virtualize
software. The secondary (recovery) site is deployed with IBM Spectrum
virtualize installed on Lenovo System x3650 M5 server cluster with external
IBM XIV® Storage System virtualized behind the IBM Spectrum Virtualize
system. The external storage and host connectivity can be through FC or
Internet Small Computer System Interface (iSCSI)
The Global Mirror storage replication between both the sites is using the IP
replication.
VMware setup
Both the sites are running on ESXi 6.0, VMware Site recovery manager 6.1
and IBM Storwize Family SRA 3.2.0.

Implementing IBM Spectrum Virtualize with VMware
Site Recovery Manager
Primary (protected site) storage setup
The primary storage is configured on IBM Storwize V7000. Figure 4 shows how
to create a volume and present it to the ESXi host.

Figure 4: Volume creation on IBM Storwize V7000

After creating the volume, map the volume to the ESXi host. Figure 5 exhibits
the volume mapping steps.
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Figure 5: Volume mapping to host

Secondary (recovery site) storage setup
Install the IBM Spectrum Virtualize software on Lenovo System x3650 M5
servers and connect external storage to IBM Spectrum Virtualize either through
FC or iSCSI connection.
Present the volumes from external storage to IBM Spectrum Virtualize. Discover
the external storage, as shown in the Figure 6.

Figure 6: External Storage discovery on IBM Spectrum Virtualize

The external storage is discovered as a managed disk (MDisk) as shown in
Figure 6.
Create a pool and add the MDisk to the pool. Create a volume and present the
volume to the ESXi host from IBM Spectrum Virtualize.

Storage IP replication
Create an IP partnership between the primary site and the recovery site using
Global Mirror IP replication. Figure 7 shows the partnership between the
primary site on Storwize V7000 and the recovery site on Spectrum Virtualize.

Figure 7: IP replication partnership
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Add the mapped volumes that need to be protected in the consistency group for
replication. Figure 8 shows one volume that is mapped to the ESXi host and is
added to the consistency group for replication.

Figure 8: Volume replication

Installation of VMware Site Recovery Manager
For setting up Site Recovery Manager, initially the VMware vCenter server
instances need to be set up at the protected and recovery sites.
Site Recovery Manager takes the advantage of vSphere’s ability to perform
vMotion across the sites and across the VMware vCenter server instances.
Therefore, the two vCenter server instances need to be configured. For
detailed installation of vCenter, refer to VMware vCenter Server 6.0
Deployment Guide.

Installation of Site Recovery Manager server at protected site
First, install the Site Recovery Manager instance at the primary protected site.
This section provides the high-level steps for installation. For detailed
installation steps, refer to the VMware Site Recovery Manager installation
guide.
Installation of Site Recovery Manager at the protected site requires the entry
of vSphere Platform Service controller of the protected site during the
registration of Site Recovery Manager.
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Figure 9: Site Recovery Manager installation at protected site

Then, select the protected site vSphere server and follow the instructions to
install the Site Recovery Manager.

Installation of Site Recovery Manager at secondary (recovery) site
After installation of Site Recovery Manager at the protected site, install the
Site Recovery Manager at the recovery site. The VMware vSphere Platform
Services Controller at the recovery site needs to be registered during the
installation at the recovery site.
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Figure 10: Site recovery installation at recovery site

Installation of IBM Storwize Family SRA
IBM Storwize Family SRA is a software that integrates with the VMware Site
Recovery Manager solution. The IBM Storwize Family SRA extends Site
Recovery Manager capabilities to benefit the automation of the failover of
storage systems at the protected Site Recovery Manager site to a recovery Site
Recovery Manager site.
You can download IBM Storwize Family SRA version 3.2 from the VMware
website at:
IBM Storwize Family SRA version 3.2 works with Site Recovery Manager
instance at protected and recovery sites. Hence, it needs to be installed on the
same server where the Site Recovery Manager instance has been installed at the
protected and recovery sites.
For more information regarding IBM Storwize Family SRA, refer to the IBM
Storwize Family Storage Replication Adapter version 3.2 release notes.
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Configuration of VMware Site Recovery Manager
Site Recovery Manager can be configured using VMware vSphere Web Client.
After Site Recovery Manager and SRA are installed successfully on both the
sites, the Site Recovery plug-in will be visible on vSphere Web Client, as shown
in Figure 11.

Figure 11: Site Recovery Manager

Site pairing
Before using Site Recovery Manager, the Site Recovery Manager instance at
both the sites should be connected to each other. To do site pairing, perform the
following steps:
1. Log in to vSphere Web Client and click the Site Recovery icon, as
shown in Figure 11.
2. Click Sites. Both the primary and secondary sites will be visible.
3. Click Pair Site. The pair site wizard is displayed.

Figure 12: Site pairing using vSphere Web Client

4. Provide the Platform Services Controller address at the secondary site
and select the vCenter server with the registered Site Recovery Manager
server instance at the secondary site.
5. Once completed the Platform Services Controller and vCenter servers
are paired. Notice that the protected site is connected with the recovery
site, as shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: Connected site pairing relationship

Configuration of array manager in Site Recovery Manager
The next step after site pairing is to configure the array manager. This requires
adding one array manager for each site. It will enable the discovered array pairs
for use with Site Recovery Manager. Perform the following steps to configure an
array manager:
1. Click Site Recovery  Array Based Replication.
2. Click Objects  Add Array Manager and follow the wizard.

Figure 14: Array manager configuration wizard

3. After the configuration of the array manager, notice that the secondary
site is visible, as shown in Figure 15.

Figure 15: Array-based replication
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Configuration of Site Recovery Manager resource mappings
Site Recovery Manager mappings configuration allows mapping of resources at
the protected site with resources at the recovery site. During a recovery, when a
virtual machine (VM) starts at the recovery site, the virtual machine uses the
resources on the recovery site specified in the mappings. To enable bidirectional
protection and to protect virtual machines and its resource information reverse
mappings can be configured to map the objects on the recovery site back to their
corresponding objects on the protected site.
To complete the resource mapping, click Site Recovery  Sites. On the
Summary tab, go to Guide to Configuring SRM, as shown in Figure 16.
Configure bidirectional resource mappings, network Mappings, folder
mapping and placeholder datastores mappings between protected and recovery
sites

Figure 16: Site recovery resource mapping wizard

Policy configuration using VMware vCenter server
Using Site Recovery Manager, create the protection group with the protection
type as Datastore groups (array-based replication). The array-based replication
protection groups automate the process of protecting and unprotecting the VMs
depending on the data stores in the protection groups. As shown in Figure 17,
follow the wizard to complete the creation of protection groups.
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Figure 17: Protection group creation wizard

The following information is required in the creation of protection group:
 Specify which sites will be protected and recovery sites.
 Select the datastores that need to be protected in the datastore groups.
 Review the protection group settings and click Finish to create a
storage policy based protection group.

Create a recovery plan
In VMware Site Recovery Manager, a recovery plan is a set of automated
rules. It controls the steps of the recovery process, including storage
replication and syncing up the data, network configuration at the secondary
site, and powering on the VM at the secondary Site. Recovery plan can be a
planned recovery or an unplanned recovery.
To create a recovery plan, in vSphere Web Client, click Site Recovery. Then
click Recovery plans  Create a Recovery Plan.
Follow the wizard to create a recovery plan where it will ask for recovery plan
name, recovery site, and protection group that was created earlier.
As shown in Figure 18, it shows the protected site and recovery site vCenter
details and the protection group associated with it.
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Figure 18: Creating recovery plan wizard

The recovery plan is now ready and you can view that the status is Ready (as
shown in Figure 19).

Figure 19: Recovery plan

Testing a recovery plan
After a recovery plan is created, you can test the recovery of virtual machines
protected in a protection group to ensure that the virtual machines are
correctly recovered at the recovery sites. This solution, uses array-based
replication of Site Recovery Manager. In the array-based replication feature of
Site Recovery Manager, a snapshot of the volume hosting the virtual
machine’s disk files will be created while testing the recovery plan. Snapshots
will be removed after running a cleanup operation.
For testing the recovery plan, click Test Recovery Plan (as shown in the
Figure 20).
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Figure 20: Testing the recovery plan

As a part of test recovery, the recovery plan runs the following steps:
 Synchronize the storage volumes which are part of the recovery plan.
 Create a writeable snapshot at the secondary site.
 Configure the test network.
 Fail over the virtual machine and power on the virtual machine at the
secondary site (as shown in Figure 21).

Figure 21: Steps for testing recovery plan

After successfully running a test recovery plan, run the clean recovery plan to
return the recovery plan to the Ready state. To clean up the test recovery
done, click Cleanup Recovery Plan (as shown Figure 22).
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Figure 22: Cleanup recovery plan

Failover using recovery plan
To do the actual failover of the virtual machine using the recovery plan, click
Run Recovery Plan (as shown in Figure 23).

Figure 23: Fail over using recovery plan

The recovery plan has two options: Planned migration and Disaster
recovery.
In Planned migration, the recovery of virtual machines happens when both
the sites are running, and as the name suggests, it is a planned activity.
In case of Disaster recovery, the recovery of virtual machines at the recovery
site is done when the protected site experiences a disaster.
Select the recovery type and click Finish to run the recovery plan (as shown
in Figure 24).
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Figure 24: Running the recovery plan wizard

After the recovery is completed, the recovery site becomes the primary site.
The virtual machine which is protected under the recovery plan is failed over
at the recovery site and is powered on at the recovery site. However, the
virtual machine running at the recovery site is not protected. To protect the
virtual machine running at recovery site click Reprotect Recovery Plan (as
shown in the Figure 25).

Figure 25: Reprotect recovery plan

After successfully running the reprotect recovery plan, the virtual machine
running at the secondary site is protected using the recovery plan. It is also
possible to failback the VM back to the original site using the same recovery
plan.
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Summary
Software-defined storage (SDS) is a key component for clients adapting to the
modern data center and enabling hybrid clouds. By decoupling the storage
hardware and software that manages it, SDS empowers the client to have
heterogeneous storage by virtualizing and simplifying the management of the
underlying storage hardware. It also provides advantages for data replication
and seamless migration between heterogeneous storage platforms.
With IBM Spectrum Virtualize software running on Intel x86 processor-based
servers, customers are provided with the ability to optimize their existing
heterogenous storage infrastructure and to plan DRaaS between two sites
having heterogenous storages at both sites. IBM Spectrum Virtualize with
VMware Site Recovery Manager integration offers customers for planned
migration of applications running on virtual machines across heterogenous
underlying storage at one site or across sites using vCenter vMotion
operation.
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